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Deadpool Vs The Punisher
"Frank Castle's old associate Microchip is back, and he's after the Punisher." --P.[4] of cover.
"Three different tales where one thing happens differently than it did in the original Star Wars trilogy. The familiar players are
launched onto new trajectories!"--Provided by publisher.
Frank Castle: Avenger of Midgard! The War of the Realms has brought monsters and mayhem to the streets of New York City, but
New York has a homegrown nightmare all its own - the Punisher! And he'll be damned to Hel if he's going to let a bunch of Ten
Realms tin-pot tyrants terrorize his town. But given that he's just one man against an army of elves, giants, creatures and more,
Hel might soon have him despite his best efforts! The War of Realms is about to meet Marvel's one-man army. Swords and steel
will meet bullets, bombs, grit and guts. Expect all-out war. Expect punishment! COLLECTING: WAR OF THE REALMS: THE
PUNISHER 1-3, WAR SCROLLS 3 (B AND C STORIES), MATERIAL FROM WAR OF THE REALMS: OMEGA (2019) 1 (PUNISHER
KILL KREW STORY)
Frank Castle has an unstoppable will - a powerful drive to punish those who do wrong, rooted in the tragic killing of his family.
Wade Wilson has an unstoppable mouth - an unthinking knack of annoying everyone around him, rooted in thinking he's funny.
Both men, however, are among the deadliest on the planet. When they find themselves in disagreement over the criminal known
as the Bank, they're in for one of the most brutal fights of their lives! Can Frank kill Wade over and over without dying once
himself? or will Wade bug him until he welcomes death?
Absolute Carnage Vs. Deadpool
World's Greatest Vol. 5 - Civil War II
Deadpool Vs. the Punisher
A Murder Mystery
Killogy
Daredevil/Punisher
Charging from the pages of SHADOWLAND comes the all-new POWER MAN & IRON FIST! When Danny Rand transformed his
multinational corporation into a non-profit foundation, he thought he had left fighting behind - but with so many innocents wrongly convicted,
the battle never ends! Their first case is Luke Cage and Danny Rand's former secretary, Jennie Royce, imprisoned for a murder she didn't
commit - or did she? And Iron Fist isn't fighting alone. He's got a new partner: Victor Alvarez, the all-new Power Man, he of the exploding
punches - and exploding temper! Can Danny train his young charge well enough to face returning foil El Aguila - as well as new threats Don
Pagliacci; the Commedia Dell'Morte; and the beautiful, deadly Noir? That's right, Marvel's original mismatched action duo begins a new era of
greatness right here! Collecting POWER MAN & IRON FIST (2011) #1-5.
Collects Wolverine (1988) #88, 154-155; Deadpool (1997) #27; Cable & Deadpool #43-44; Wolverine: Origins #21-25; Wolverine/Deadpool:
The Decoy #1; material from Wolverine Annual '95, '99. The Merc with a Mouth takes on the Mutant with the Mutton chops in their greatest
battles
and occasional team-ups! Katanas and claws clash in their brutal first meeting
but when someone targets Weapon X survivors,
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Wolverine must ride to Deadpool s rescue! Doctor Bong tolls for our heroes, then things get hairy over a werewolf! And when a bounty is
placed on Logan s head, guess who tries to collect! An assault on a Hydra base will have them at each other s throats, while Wolvie plays
straight man to Wade s wisecracker in a showdown with a Shi ar robot. But things really go off the deep end in the main event
one
ultimate, over-the-top, slicing-and-dicing slobberknocker!
New players take their places and old favorites assume fresh roles, as the stage is set for a War of Kings! Upheaval for the Inhumans leads
Black Bolt to declare war on humanity, and the Skrulls' Secret Invasion puts them on course for the stars! Mutantkind is rocked by a third
Summers brother, Vulcan, whose deadly destiny also lies in space! After a devastating ar, Star-Lord assembles a group of misfits to serve as
the Guardians of the Galaxy! COLLECTING: SON OF M 1-6, X-MEN: DEADLY GENESIS 1-6, SILENT WAR 1-6, SECRET INVASION:
INHUMANS 1-4, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2008) 1-12, NOVA 13-22, NOVA: THE ORIGIN OF RICHARD RIDER, WAR OF KINGS
SAGA
A fast-break history of basketball--from its humble beginnings to its all-time great players--featuring engaging true tales from the court and
vivid, dynamic illustrations. Whether it's millionaire pros facing off in an indoor arena full of screaming fans or a lone kid shooting hoops on an
outdoor court, basketball is one of the most popular and widely played sports in the world. The Comic Book Story of Basketball gives you
courtside seats to the history of hoops. It chronicles the sport from its beginnings in a YMCA in Massachusetts to its current status as a
beloved international game for men and women of all ages. Learn the true stories behind the college game, the street game, the women's
game, and the international game, with legendary players and coaches like Dr. J, Michael Jordan, LeBron James, and Steph Curry profiled
throughout.
Deadpool Vs Carnage
Black Panther Vs. Deadpool
Deadpool V Gambit
Punisher vs. the Thunderbolts (Marvel Now)
The Complete Collection Vol. 2
Deadpool Kills Deadpool

Collects Deadpool The Duck #1-5, Deadpool Vs. The Punisher #1-5 And Deadpool Kills The Marvel
Universe Again #1-5. Duck, duck, goose! DUCK: Because when you cross Wade Wilson with a certain
feathered investigator named Howard, you get Deadpool the Duck! Can the Mallard with the Mouth
complete his mission with webbed feet  and if he does, where does he send the bill?! DUCK: Because
when Deadpool takes on the Punisher, youd better duck! Can anyone win when the Regeneratin
Degenerate goes up against the one-man army? And GOOSE: Because the Marvel Universes goose is
cooked  again  when an all-new, all-different Deadpool slaughterfest begins! All your favorites are on
the firing line: Moon Knight! Ms. Marvel! Gwenpool! The Guardians of the Galaxy! Even Moon Girl and
Devil Dinosaur! Feathers  and bullets  fly in three tales of chaos!
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Nick Fury has a dangerous mission for the Punisher: break into a Siberian nuclear missile silo and steal a
lethal retrovirus. But Castle's mission soon sets off a chain reaction that will bring him into conflict with
a ruthless Russian General - and take the world to the brink of war. Then, mobster Nicky Cavella returns
to plague the Punisher, but when his scheme unleashes a wave of violence that rocks New York to its
core, other predators start to emerge from the darkness. COLLECTING: PUNISHER (2004) #13-30.
Collects Deadpool Kills Deadpool #1-4. The final act of the Deadpool Killogy begins! Deadpool sets his
sites on the ultimate target...himself! Contains over 700% of your daily recommended Deadpool!
"The only man capable of fighting the terrors that plague New York City, Detective Sebastian Greene,
may not be a man at all. Greene's partner, Detective Sana Fayez, is becoming suspicious of his actions
but with a new, deadly threat loose on the streets, they'll need to work together if they want to solve
the case"-Deadpool Vs. The Punisher
The Comedy of Death
Hawkeye vs. Deadpool
War of Kings Prelude: Road to War of Kings Omnibus
Omnibus - Infinities
The Comic Book Story of Basketball
CIVIL WAR II TIE-IN! Deadpool and the Mercs for Money are clearly the best team in the Marvel Universe.
So naturally when there is a cosmic-level threat, they'll be there. Oh-also, they get along REALLY WELL.
This story is going to be all about happy people getting along, right? COLLECTING: DEADPOOL #14-#19.
Fred Van Lente’s brilliant debut is both a savagely funny homage to the Golden Age of Mystery and a
thoroughly contemporary show-business satire. As the story opens, nine comedians of various acclaim are
summoned to the island retreat of legendary Hollywood funnyman Dustin Walker. The group includes a
former late-night TV host, a washed-up improv instructor, a ridiculously wealthy “blue collar” comic, and a
past-her-prime Vegas icon. All nine arrive via boat to find that every building on the island is completely
deserted. Marooned without cell phone service or wifi signals, they soon find themselves being murdered
one by one. But who is doing the killing, and why? A darkly clever take on Agatha Christie’s And Then
There Were None and other classics of the genre, Ten Dead Comedians is a marvel of literary
ventriloquism, with hilarious comic monologues in the voice of every suspect. It’s also an ingeniously
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plotted puzzler with a twist you’ll never see coming!
Collecting Black Panther vs. Deadpool #1-5. Deadpool has teamed up with, taken down or taken a beating
from just about every hero in the Marvel Universe  and no way is the Black Panther going to miss his
turn! Prepare yourself for a hilarious romp through Wakanda as Wade Wilson goes on the hunt for the
worlds most valuable resource: Vibranium! But why does Deadpool want it? And what will TChalla make
of his motives? While the Panthers mind is distracted with the possibility of a revolutionary new
technology that could change the world, Deadpool is about to learn you dont bring a sword to a claw
fight! Someones going to lose their head  but will it be Wade, TChalla or the villainous Jack
OLantern?! All this, plus the unthinkable Pantherpool!
Wade Wilson ist Deadpool, der durchgeknallte Söldner mit der großen Klappe und den
Selbstheilungskräften. Frank Castle ist der gnadenlose Verbrecherjäger Punisher. Als Castle einen MafiaFinanzexperten ins Visier nimmt, der seit Jahren mit Deadpool befreundet ist, geraten die Antihelden böse
aneinander. Allerdings bleibt ihr Duell kein Tanz für zwei...
A Fast-Break History of Hoops
Punisher Vs. Barracuda
Punisher Max Deadpool Classic Vol. 14
Power Man and Iron Fist
Means & Ends
Wade Wilson stars in a killogy of chaos! It all begins when (spoilers!) Deadpool kills the
Marvel Universe! But what could drive another dimension's DP to murderize every other costumed
hero and villain on his world? And his bloodlust doesn't stop there. Not when the Ideaverse is
full of the fabled icons of classic literature - you know, the ones your parents read about in
books. And not when there are multiple realities, harboring infinite mercs with infinite
mouths. Before this Wade's work is done, every one of them must be silenced - permanently!
Collects DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE #1-4, DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED #1-4, and DEADPOOL
KILLS DEADPOOL #1-4.
The battle for the soul of Hell's Kitchen! It's wall-to-wall David Lapham (Stray Bullets) as
the Eisner Award winner writes and illustrates two of Marvel's biggest icons! Daredevil and the
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Punisher clash as half the East Coast's underworld - in chaos since the Kingpin was deposed scramble for a shot at the big chair. And as the city descends into chaos, as murder and
intimidation become the staples of the day, Daredevil and the Punisher each seek to restore
order in their own unique way. For Daredevil - who's anointed himself the city's new "Kingpin"
- this means dispensing justice at the end of a billy club. COLLECTING: DAREDEVIL VS. PUNISHER
1-6.
It's the confrontation that every single Marvel comic has been building to: the Merc With a
Mouth versus the Jerk With That Jaw! Deadpool goes to Infinity and beyond when he throws down
the gauntlet against Thanos of Titan! These calamitous combatants are two sides of an unholy
love triangle, with Death their fickle mistress. But when everything in the universe stops
dying, could the bombshell with the killer cheekbones have her bony hands full with someone
else?!? Who ever heard of a love square? How would that even work? The Mad Titan and the Crazy
Cretin may just have to team up to find out what gives as they head "From Her to Eternity!"
Guest-starring Marvel's most popular and beloved character, the Black Talon - plus some
nobodies called the Guardians of the Galaxy.
Writers Ben Acker and Ben Blacker, creators of The Thrilling Adventure Hour, take control of
the Thunderbolts - and tear them apart! The Punisher and the Thunderbolts square off! Frank
moves in to take out his former allies one by one - but as he faces off with Ghost Rider,
Elektra and even the Red Hulk, another former T-Bolt closes in on them all! Will the
Thunderbolts prove to be the complete failure the Punisher believes them to be? It's about to
get pretty bloody in this series finale that reveals all! Guest-starring the Avengers! Plus:
It's a disturbing new mission as the T-Bolts are ordered to kill Dr. Strange! Of course,
they're gonna need a pretty special arsenal for that. Get ready for a whirlwind tour of the
Marvel Magicverse! Collecting THUNDERBOLTS (2012) #27-32 and ANNUAL #1.
War Of The Realms: The Punisher
Seventh Circle
Deadpool Vs. The Marvel Universe
Secret Agent Deadpool
Thunderbolts Volume 5
Deadpool vs. Punisher
Collects Dark Reign: The List - Punisher, Punisher #11-16, Franken-Castle #17-21, Dark Wolverine #88-89. The Punisher is
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dead, so who, or what, is the giant patchwork monster skulking through the tunnels under New York? Those forgotten by
society have a new protector - Franken-Castle.
Punisher War Journal (1988) #6-7, Wolverine/Punisher: Damaging Evidence #1-3, Punisher War Zone (1992) 19,
Wolverine/Punisher: Revelation 1-4, Punisher (2001) 16-17, Wolverine (1988) 186, Wolverine/Punisher (2004) #1-5,
Astonishing Tales: Wolverine/Punisher #1-6
A simple change of venues for one of Matt Murdock's cases becomes more complicated when THE PUNISHER attempts to
send the defendant away...permanently! If DAREDEVIL and BLINDSPOT want to get this mobster his day in court, it will take
every ounce of wit and wile they have. All Frank needs to get what he wants is a bullet. The race is on! COLLECTING:
DAREDEVIL/PUNISHER: SEVENTH CIRCLE 1-4.
Collects Cable & Deadpool #43-50. Deadpool has titanic team-ups with Wolverine, Captain America, Dr. Strange, Brother
Voodoo, Ka-Zar and the Fantastic Eight?! Plus, the dreaded Venom Symbiote has multiplied, and made some new friends of
the prehistoric variety, giving the Merc with a Mouth his final opportunity to prove himself the ultimate hero or the ultimate
villain!ÿ
Action Philosophers
Wade Wilson's war
Franken-Castle
Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe
Weird Detective
Wolverine Vs. The Punisher

Collects Hawkeye Vs. Deadpool #0-4.
The bullets and blood will flow as Marvel's two greatest psychos go toe-to-toe! Has the Merc with a Mouth met his match?
Study the tenets of Plato, the wrestling superstar from ancient Greece; learn the lessons of Nietzsche, the original Ubermensch; and meditate on the
Bohdidharma, a kung-fu master. Laugh, learn, laugh a bit more and ponder the messages of history's greatest thinkers as Fred Van Lente and Ryan Dunlavy
deliver this comprehensive cartoon history from the pre-Socratics to Derrida! This highly original, pretension-free and riotously funny collection celebrates
its 10th anniversary in print with this deluxe hardback 'Uberedition'!
It's the Merc with a Mouth vs. the One-Man Army! When a man known simply as the Bank hires Deadpool to kill Frank Castle, it should be a simple task
for Wade Wilson to execute, right? Except taking out the Punisher is a lot harder than Deadpool could have anticipated--especially since he likes the
Punisher. A straightforward job becomes a knock-down-drag-out fight as they trade shot for shot. But things get complicated when the mercenary and the
merciless Castle wind up embroiled in a bigger, messier conflict with the Bank front and center. The bloody and brutal fight never ceases regardless of what
side Wade and Frank are on, even when it's seemingly the same side--just because they have a common enemy doesn't make them partners in crime. To the
victor belong the spoils, but is there a clear winner here? COLLECTING: Deadpool vs. The Punisher 1-5
Punisher Max
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Deadpool
Daredevil Vs. Punisher
Deadpool's Secret Secret Wars
Deadpool Vs. Old Man Logan
The V Is For Vs.

Collects Deadpool Vs. The Punisher #1-5. It's the Merc with a Mouth vs. the One-Man Army! When a man known simply
as the Bank hires Deadpool to kill Frank Castle, it should be a simple task for Wade Wilson to execute, right? Except
taking out the Punisher is a lot harder than Deadpool could have anticipated--especially since he likes the Punisher. A
straightforward job becomes a knock-down-drag-out fight as they trade shot for shot. But things get complicated when
the mercenary and the merciless Castle wind up embroiled in a bigger, messier conflict with the Bank front and center.
The bloody and brutal fight never ceases regardless of what side Wade and Frank are on, even when it's seemingly the
same side--just because they have a common enemy doesn't make them partners in crime. To the victor belong the
spoils, but is there a clear winner here?
NOT A SECRET WARS TIE-IN! Well...it is...but not THAT Secret Wars. Remember the original Secret Wars from 1984?
And remember how Deadpool played a huge important role in it? Wait...you DON'T? Then you need to read this series
immediately and be educated! From the team that brought you DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED comes the most Secretest
War of all! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL'S SECRET SECRET WARS 1-4, SECRET WARS (1984) 1
Collects Deadpool V Gambit #1-5. Gambit: one of the smoothest, best-looking operators in the world of the X-Men.
Deadpool: one of the most annoying, ugliest dirtbags in the world of everything. But do you know what they have in
common? A secret history of working together to pull con-jobs! That s right
the grift is on as the Regeneratin
Degenerate and the Ragin Cajun begrudgingly take on one last scam together. Swindling an object of mythical power
out from under a Chinese businessman sounds easy, right? Spoiler: It doesn t go according to plan. Can Wade and
Remy talk their way out of this one? Or maybe fight their way out? Would you believe cook? Plus: Who or what is the
Scrambler? The pen may be mightier than the sword
now find out whether the playing card is mightier than the
katana!
The baddest of the bad as you've never seen him before! Barracuda, terror of the legendary Punisher Max run, makes
his Marvel Universe debut right here! As Frank Castle, the lethal ne-man army known as the Punisher, closes the case
on a mob hitman hiding out in the Deep South, a brutal jailbreak in Miami catches his eye. One of the escaped prisoners
is the man known only as Barracuda the most sadistic and dangerous of killers in a gangland filled with extremely
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dangerous and sadistic killers. Just the kind of target Frank is always on the lookout for. But what will happen when
Barracuda and the Punisher square off? Lock the doors and prep the morgues; war is coming to Florida! Collecting: The
Punisher: Barracuda (2020) 1-5
Deadpool Vs. Thanos
Star Wars
Punisher
Wolverine Vs. Deadpool
Suicide Kings
Deadpool vs. The Punisher
Collects Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe #1-4. What if everything you thought was funny
about Deadpool was actually just disturbing? What if he decided to kill everyone and
everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he actually pulled it off? Would that
be FUN for you? The Merc with a Mouth takes a turn for the twisted in a horror comic like no
other!
FIRST TIME IN PRINT! Its a Marvelous case of mistaken identity when Wade Wilson, the
Regeneratin Degenerate you know as Deadpool, kills the wrong secret agent  and has no
choice but to take his place and complete his mission! But can Deadpool keep an object of
paradoxical power out of the wrong hands? Pitted against the deadly terrorist organization
called GORGON, its up to Wade Wilson to finish what his superspy victim started as only
Deadpool can  with excessive violence, a healing factor and more than a few laughs along
the way!
"Contains material originally published in magazine form as Deadpool: Suicide kings #1-5 and
Deadpool: Game$ of death"--P. [2] of cover.
Deadpool Classic Vol. 16
Ten Dead Comedians
Murder Most Fowl
Deadpool Classic Vol. 22
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